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INTRODUCTION

J The purpose of this report is to evaluate the proposal of Woodhaven

^ ;; . Village, Inc. to the Township of Old Bridge for a #£_a__Lauiel_Ji

housing set-aside. Woodhaven Village, Inc. proposes a set aside of

,̂ 12%, of which 50% would be for low income housing and 50% would be

for moderate income housing. In addition to this low and moderate

income housing, Woodhaven Village, Inc. proposes a set-aside of 4%

for "least cost" housing, to be affordable to households with in-

^ comes not in excess of 120% of median income. Our conclusion is

« that this set-aside proposal is both appropriate and desirable.

: This report summarizes the findings of our research. The report is

3 • *•• organized as follows: £b3P£ej;_l describes how criteria established

*, 1 by the New Jersey Supreme Court for determining a substantial set-

aside are fullfilled and how issues raised by the Urban League are

' ^addressed; £ba.p£e.I_2 describes the methodology used for determining

,. * the fair share of Old Bridge Township until the year 2000; and

£l)3P£ex-.3 is an analysis of the Old Bridge area's housing market,

and includes an analysis of the marketing hardships faced by Wood-

/ v haven due to the enormous number of housing units in non-JJ&j

"rV,«" developments coming onto the market in the next few years.
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SUMMARY

Under %lQ£Q&^L&£I§l-IIr builders are provided with the opportunity

to build at higher densities than ordinarily allowed in order to

provide a set aside of housing for low and moderate income fami-

lies. The minimum desired set aside has been typically set at 20%.

However, this set aside figure is not absolute. In many cases,

this set aside goal has been adjusted downward in consideration of

unique project circumstances, consistent with guidelines set by the

New Jersey Supreme Court in the original &&*_h3£X£l-II decision.

Essentially, the appropriate set aside depends on what is "reason-

able" on a project by project basis.

It is our conclusion that, in Old Bridge Township, it is reasonable

to set the minimum set aside for the Woodhaven Village development

at 12%. As explained in the next section, criteria established by

the New Jersey Supreme Court for determining the appropriate set

aside are achieved by Woodhaven with a 12% set aside. As explained

in the subsequent section, issues raised by the Urban League are

addressed by virtue of the site's unique characteristics. As sum-

marized in the last section, these factors make the proposed 12%

set aside appropriate and desirable.

In the U£.*_La]JI£l_JI decision itself, the New Jersey Supreme Court

provides a framework for establishing the set-aside requirements on

a case-by-case basis. To quote Chief Justice Wilentz from his #£.*

II decision:

What is "substantial" in a particular case will be for the
trial court to decide. The court should consider such factors
as the size of the plaintiff's proposed project, the percentage
of the project to be devoted to lower income housing (20 per-
cent appears to us to be a reasonable minimum), what proportion
of the defendant municipality's fair share allocation would be
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provided by the project, and the extent to which the remaining
housifng in the project can be categorized as "least cost". The
balance of the project will presumably include middle and upper
income housing. Economically integrated housing may be better
for all concerned in various ways. Furthermore, the middle and
upper income units may be necessary to render the project prof-
itable. If builder's remedies cannot be profitable, the incen-
tive for builders to enforce Mt^^hSUISl is lost (92 &.J.* at
129, footnote 37)

In the above citation from the &£^1>3££§1-I1 decision, Chief Jus-

tice Wilentz indicates that the definition of the term "substan-

tial" is a relative one which can be defined on a case-by-case

basis using at least five criteria as a guide. These criteria are:

1. The size of the proposed project.

2. The proportion of the municipality's fair share provided by the

project.

3. The extent to which the remaining housing in the project can be

considered "least cost".

4. The ability of the project's market rate (middle and upper

income) housing units to subsidize the U£.*_.Laui£l (low and

moderate income) housing units.

5. The profitability of a builder's remedy, which provides the

incentive for the project to go forward.

The arguments summarized on the following pages relate the Wood-

haven Village proposal to the Court's five criteria for determining

a substantial set-aside. They establish sufficient and unique'

grounds, with regard to the Woodhaven development, to establish a

12% set aside as being substantial.
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The Woodhaven Village site encompasses 1,455 acres. The density

permitted under present zoning is four units to the acre subject to

certain conditions. The density permitted under the proposed zon-

~* . ing settlement would be five units to the acre. Woodhaven Village,

Inc. proposes to complete its development in three roughly six-year

phases, each accounting for one-third of the site's development po-

tential, with an approximately twenty-year "build-out", and project

f completion some time around the year 2005. In total, 7,275 units

.- are proposed on the site.

X"*% These figures signify that Woodhaven is one of the largest JJ£.*

Laiiisl projects in the State. Indeed, it is one of the largest

"*,, real estate projects in the State (see Chapter 3 for a list of pro-

jects in the Old Bridge area) • More typically, U£_._£a.u.r.£l projects

have ranged from as few as 20 acres to nearly 200 acres. As Wood-

. *t> haven is over seven times as large as the typical Bt^^hauiSl pro-

: ;: ject, it is appropriate to reduce its mandatory set aside for two

'.V* reasons.

First, large projects usually involve large up-front costs and also

,y. usually pose market absorption problems. This is the case with

Woodhaven Village, where enormous up-front costs must be carried

over a projected build-out period of 20 years. By comparison, a

<% small project would be typically completed in a relatively short

<|~: period of time, thereby reducing the time period during which up-

front costs must be carried. These factors are described further

in later sections of this chapter.

Second, large projects create great numbers of M£*_LaiZI§l units,

even at low set asides. At a 12% set aside, the Woodhaven develop

ment will produce 873 U^^Laux^l-II units. This set aside is so

large that it actually exceeds the entire fair share of many muni-

cipalities. It also fulfills a substantial portion of the fair
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share obligation of Old Bridge Township, as described in the next

section T

Even at a 12% set aside, Woodhaven will account for a substantial

portion of the Old Bridge Township fair share obligation. At such

a set aside, Woodhaven would provide 873 Uij-Layjel units, or 24%

of the Township's fair share obligation for the year 2000. At the

same set aside, Woodhaven's co-plaintiff, Olympia & York, would

provide 1,470 ££^L31iX§l units, or 40% of the Township's year 2000

fair share. On this basis the two developments would together pro-

vide 2,373 Uta^LayXfil units, or 64% of the Township's year 2000

fair share. In short, at a 12% set aside, Woodhaven alone would

account for one-fourth of the Township's year 2000 fair share

obligation and together with Olympia & York would account for two-

thirds of the Township's year 2000 fair share obligation. (Chapter

2 provides a detailed description of the calculation of the Town-

ship's fair share obligation to the year 2000.)

Least cost housing has not been defined precisely in the context of

U£.»_Layx.§l_JJ$ as has low and moderate income housing. A defini-

tion that appears to have obtained some credence in Old Bridge is

housing affordable to families with incomes not exceeding 120% of

the area's median income. In fact, this is within the parameters

of the definition adopted by the Township in its 1983 Land Develop-

ment Ordinance.

Based on such a definition, Woodhaven Village, Inc. has proposed a

4% set aside of "least cost" units, in addition to the 12% low and

moderate set aside. These "least cost" units would be affordable
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to households with incomes not in excess of 120% of median. At

such a 4% "least cost" housing set aside, Woodhaven would provide

291 "least cost" housing units, in__a£i£i£ic-u_.fcp. the 873 low and

moderate income units.

Successful %l&^h§DI§l economics hinge on the ability of developers

to use the income from middle and upper income units to offset the

losses on the low and moderate income units. This is recognized by

the New Jersey Supreme Court in the U£.*_Laux.el_JJ decision, as well

as by developers. Not only the courts, but also the development

community has recognized this. The pattern of #£_t_l»a.u.r.ej. litiga-

tion to date clearly shows that the favored targets of litigation

have been areas where the "builder's remedy" is made feasible by

two financial components. First, an increase in the overall densi-

ty of the project such that more market rate units may be built.

Second, a strong housing market such that the market rate units can

be targeted to households at the upper end of the housing market.

The project is thereby made feasible by building more, relatively

high-priced market rate units to offset the losses of building some

Uij-Layx5l units. However, there are both market and planning lim-

itations to implementing this ideal economic strategy in Old Bridge

in general and on the Woodhaven site in particular.

First, with the Woodhaven development, there is little opportunity

to offset losses on ltt.*_i»&ux£l units by increasing the price of

units. Chapter 3 of this report summarizes a market study of the

Old Bridge housing market. This study demonstrates that the Old

Bridge housing market is generally comprised of households with in-

comes in the range of 120%-150% of median incomes. In general,

housing prices are not as high in Old Bridge as they are in nearby

East Brunswick, Manalapan and Marlboro. These market forces and

trends will oblige Woodhaven, in order to remain competitive, to
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provide significant numbers of housing units within the lower mar-

ket price range.

In this market context, even marginal increases in price could
prevent Woodhaven from successfully competing in the free market.
Furthermore, there are a number of similar types of developments
now or soon coming on the market approved prior to tf£.*_LauX£l_XI
and thus which have no U£.»_Xra.ux.e.l_JI obligation. Woodhaven will
have to compete with these developments. As a result, there is
little opportunity to reach the upper income housing market, and
therefore it is not practical to increase sales prices so as to
offset the losses associated with building and selling l!l£±_ha££§l
units.

Second, with the Woodhaven development, it is undesirable to offset
the losses on the U£.t_I»a.ux£l units by substantially increasing the
number of units built per acre. Based on their planning and envi-
ronmental studies and analyses, Woodhaven Village, Inc. has conclu-
ded that increasing the overall density of the development beyond
five units to the acre would contravene sound environmental plan-
ning and would also have a negative financial impact on the
project.

In short, the density bonus cannot be increased because of environ-
mental and planning constraints, and the market unit sales prices
cannot be increased because of market constraints. Some other bal-
ance roust be struck between the net income derived from the market
rate units and the net loss derived from the Uka.LdJJXfil units. In
this context, the 12% set aside appears to be financially feasible
and therefore reasonable and desirable.

The Ui^^Itayxfil-JJ economics described above have another dimension
when consideration is given to the fact that the development must
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be profitable. It is not sufficient for a project to financially
break even. It is critical that there be sufficient incentive for
the developer (as well as his/her backers and lenders) to invest in
the project. This profit incentive is assured by increasing the
number of market rate units to create sufficient income to offset
and exceed the losses incurred in providing the !*£_._ L&UXJBI units.

In short, the relationship between the net increase in market rate
units and the incentive to developers to undertake #£.*._ Lauxfil de-
velopment is basic to the success of the builder's remedy concept.
However, our analysis indicates that a 20% set aside with a 25%
density bonus, as is now under consideration in Old Bridge, inher-
ently provides no incentive to a developer to choose to build such
a ttt^-haiiisl project. This is explained below by comparing several
scenarios.

The first scenario is the typical Mt^hauiSl development. Through-
out the State, developments have generally received upwards of a
500% increase in density in return for a 20% UJ^Lauxfil set aside.
For example, given a project originally zoned one unit per acre, a
builder's remedy granting a 500% density bonus would permit a pro-
ject density of five units per acre. On a per-acre basis, four
units would be market-rate and one unit would be J5£jt_Layx£l (at a
20% set aside)• In this example, the builder would have the bene-
fit of three additional market rate units per acre to offset the
obligation to provide one Ui^.^ayx^l unit per acre. Also, the
builder will be able to build a total of four market rate units
whereas before only one market rate unit was allowed. The develop-
er can therefore make four times the income originally allowed in
order to compensate for the loss inherent in providing the

units.

The second scenario is a 25% density bonus with a 20% set aside, as
now under consideration at Woodhaven. Under this scenario, the
site's density would be increased by 25% from four units to the
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acre to five units to the acre. On a per acre basis, four units

would be market rate and one unit would be #£_t_I»a.u.r.el (at a 20% set

aside). In this case the builder would have no additional market

rate units to offset the obligation to build #£j_,kay.rel units: in

effect, the extra unit derived from the density bonus is designated

as a JSt^hSUXSl unit. Instead of a net gain, there is a loss,

since the &£*_lt&ll££l unit will have to be sold or rented at below

cost. In short, to take a project initially zoned for 4 units per

acre, increase density 25% to 5 units per acre, and then subject

the project to a 20% &£^h&UX§l set aside, is to provide that pro-

ject with no additional revenue with which to offset the losses

incurred in providing the &£±^l?3l}££l units.

The third scenario is a 25% density bonus with a 12% set asidef as

proposed by Woodhaven Village, Inc. Again, the site's density

would be increased from four to five units to the acre. But on a

per acre basis, 4.4 units would be market rate and 0.6 unit would

be M£a_I»au.r.eJr (at a 12% set aside). In this case, the builder

would have the benefit of 0.4 additional market rate units per acre

to offset the obligation to provide 0.6 ££±^l?a&I§l units per acre.

The developer can also make 10% greater income (0.4 bonus divided

by the 4.0 as-of-right) to compensate for the loss inherent in pro-

viding the U£.»_I»ajj.r.£l units. There may or may not be a net profit

associated with this scenario, depending, on a per acre basis, on

the net gain associated with 0.4 market rate unit and the net loss

associated with 0.6 B^^L^HISl unit. Also, by way of comparison

with the typical &£±^h&U£§l development described in the first

scenario, Woodhaven would receive a very meager market rate unit

bonus: 10% instead of 400+%. Still Woodhaven Village, Inc. con-

cludes that this scenario is financially feasible.

In summary, the New Jersey Supreme Court in its U£_t_I.ajJI.£l-JJ opin-

ion, acknowledges that the profitability of a U£.»_Layi£l_XI devel-

opment is essential to a builder's remedy. However, the profit

incentive necessary for Uk»_-Lflyx£l projects1 viability is not
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forthcoming with a 20% set aside and a 25% density bonus. As noted

in the previous section, Woodhaven Village Inc. concludes that the

density of their site cannot be increased by more than a very mod-

est amount (25%); our own market analysis indicates that the prices

of the market rate units cannot be substantially increased, either.

Therefore, in order to maintain the project's financial profitabil-

ity - and feasibility - the Uij^X-auxsl set aside must be lowered.

ii.

V r'. The discussion above summarizes how the Woodhaven development ful-

fills the criteria outlined by the New Jersey Supreme Court for

determining a substantial set aside. Over the course of the set-

tlement negotiations, the Urban League has raised several issues

which also need to be addressed, namely: 1) the extent to which

< *••',.; departing from a 20% set aside would be precedent-setting; 2) the

extent to which the Township would be able to meet its fair share

<* obligation if a set aside of less than 20% were adopted throughout

the Township's PD Zone; and 3) the extent to which the actual de-

livery of the Township's fair share obligation of Mt^hSUISl units

j. would be delayed or deferred if a set aside of less than 20% were

adopted throughout the Township's PD Zone.

••rn •

In response to these issues, we conclude that: 1) the Woodhaven de

, v velopment poses unique circumstances; 2) even at a 12% set aside,

& the Township can fulfill its fair share through the year 2000; and

3) the actual delivery of the Township's fair share obligation of

itt-i-LflyXfil units would not be adversely affected by a set aside of

.4 12%. These findings are described below.

There are three unique circumstances posed by the Woodhaven devel

opment ,
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First, as described above, the Woodhaven project is extraordinarily

large in comparison to other M&*_l>&yx§l developments now underway

in the State. As described above, the court has been very clear in

defining the size of the project as a unique circumstance justify-

ing a departure from a 20% set aside.

Second, unusually high off-site and town mandated improvements cre-

ate an economic hardship for the project. Altogether, upwards of

$8 million in unusual up-front costs are required simply to bring

the first phase of the project on line. The $8 million figure

includes expenditures to bring water and sewer service to the site,

as well as to build the on-site portion of a connector road as

-*•>• mandated in the Town Master Plan.

The Woodhaven site, though it is located squarely in the heart of a

,v developing growth area, is remotely situated relative to existing

•* infrastructure. Enormous extension of sanitary sewage and water

service - extensions to be measured in terms of miles rather than

in terms of feet - are necessary to serve the project. The cost of

these improvements must be borne by Woodhaven. (It should be noted

that the $8 million figure sxslu&gs the expenditures typically as-

sociated with development, namely building sewer lines, water lines

and collector roads tfiibix) the site.) The $8 million in up-front

costs must be accounted for in the early years of development (such

as Phase 1): a developer cannot be expected to carry such enormous

up-front costs into the indefinite future. In short, the project's

large size and distant location from existing infrastructure re-

sults in extraordinarily large upfront costs; these costs create a

unique economic hardship for the project and jeopardize the pro-

ject's financial viability at a 20% set aside.

Third, the site's large size places the Woodhaven development in

competition with a sizeable number of developments in a large mar-

ket area. Most of these competing developments do not have the

disadvantage of having to provide for Mk^hauiSl units at a loss.

-11-



And most of these competing developments have the advantage of be-

ing able'to address a higher income market. In total, over 26,000

units are presently proposed within the Old Bridge housing market

area, excluding Woodhaven Village and Olympia & York (which com-

bined represent another 19,535 units). This competition is

formidable and in the likely event of a "softening" in the market,

Woodhaven would be at both a pricing and absorption rate disadvan-

tage. (These factors are described in greater detail in Chapter

3.)

Old Bridge's fair share has been calculated as 2,131 units through

1990. Our projections, which are intentionally designed to over-

estimate the fair share, demonstrate that the additional fair share

to be met between 1990 and 2000 is 1,531 units, bringing the total

fair share in 2000 to 3,652. (These projections are explained in

detail in Chapter 2.)

By comparison, the Township is proposing to allocate at least 6,074

acres for Btu^h^iilSl development in the Township's PD (Planned De-

velopment) zone. At the proposed five units per acre, the develop-

ment potential in the PD zone is equivalent to over 30,000 units.

At a 12% set aside, 3,644 units would be set aside as low and mod-

erate income units. This figure is equivalent to over 170% of the

Township's fair share need to the year 1990, as well as 99.8% of

the Township's fair share housing need through the year 2000.

There is a substantial planning rationale for adopting a 12% set

aside throughout the Township's PD zone. First, by so doing the

Township's fair share is dispersed over 6,074 acres, rather than

being concentrated on a single site or two.
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Second, by dispersing the fair share in this manner, the opportuni-

ty is provided for many other builders, in addition to Woodhaven

and Olympia & York, to provide J^L.-kauiel housing. Since Woodhaven

Village, Inc. and Olympia & York will have already brought sewer

lines and water mains to the PD zone area, many other builders will

not need to absorb the enormous up-front expenses associated with

the Woodhaven and Olympia & York projects. All other factors being

equal, the internal economics of these other projects will be much

more favorable to providing Bt^^k&liXSl units.

Third, adoption of a set aside of 12% as opposed to 20% throughout

the PD zone will actually enhance the production of U£.._I»aui£l

units on other sites for the obvious reason that a 12% set aside is

a far greater inducement to builders to produce J?£_*_Laiir.£j, housing

than is a 20% set aside. Other developments in the PD zone are

subject to the same market and pricing disadvantages described

earlier (and explained in Chapter 3) as the Woodhaven site. There-

fore, in maintaining competitive sales prices for the market rate

housing, a builder may find that the revenue from the market rate

units is insufficient to offset the losses from a 20% &£*_LailX£l

set aside, or, in other words, that the project is not economically

feasible and profitable. All things being equal, the same project

economics that induces Woodhaven Village, Inc. to find the 12% set

aside reasonable will induce other builders to find it reasonable.

Therefore, applying the 12% set aside throughout the PD zone will

lead to the construction of more &£*^L3£X§1 housing, more rapidly

than at a 20% set aside.

In sum, by adopting a 12% set aside throughout the Township's PD

zone, Old Bridge Township would actually promote more rapid produc-

tion of D£.*_I*a.B.r.£l housing. This would be accomplished by more

than 170% overzoning the amount of acreage needed to meet the Town-

ship's 1990 fair share. A 12% set aside throughout the Township's

PD zone would still provide for a total of 3,644 ££*_haiiX£l units,

which is virtually equal to the Township's fair share through the
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HI.

year 2000. Moreover, adopting a 12% set aside throughout the Town-

ship's PS zone would hasten compliance with its fair share, by

providing greater incentive for builders to proceed with U£_»_Lauj;e!

projects.

The arguments in favor of the proposed 12% set aside fall into

three categories.

First, the size of the project and its great distance from ex-

isting infrastructure will cause the Woodhaven project to incur

substantial up-front costs. These greatly exceed the up-front

costs typically associated with development - in both absolute and

relative terms. These costs create a unique economic hardship not

usually borne by B£^l»a£i§l developments.

Second, market constraints limit the sales price of the free market

rate units; site constraints and market saturation issues limit the

density of development. The generation of the revenue to pay for

the unusual up-front costs, the subsidy for the UJtj_L3UXSl units,

and the builder's profit, are effectively capped. The logical re-

course is to reduce the number of subsidized units. The market

rate units cannot otherwise provide sufficient revenue to pay for

the up-front costs, the subsidy for the U£.*_ItaiJX£l units and the

profit for the developer necessary for the project to go forward.

Third, the number of M£*_hd££§l housing units that may be construc-

ted on the Woodhaven site and other &£^h&UX£l sites (i.e., lands

zoned PD, which total 6,074 acres) under the proposed 12% set aside

is sufficient to meet Old Bridge's fair share not only to 1990, but

also to the year 2000. The Woodhaven development alone will, if

developed as proposed, account for 24% of the year 2000 fair share.
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In short, our planning analysis indicates that the 12% set aside is

justified^ by the special circumstances associated with the project.

A 20% set aside would jeopardize the U.fc_t_I»ayj;el project's financial

feasibility. And, in any case, the 12% set aside, if applied uni-

formly to all sites in the PD zone, is sufficient to meet the

Town's fair share to the year 2000.
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FAIR SHARE ANALYSIS

Old Bridge's fair share obligation has been projected to the year

2000 to demonstrate that with the proposed set-aside modification,

Old Bridge's fair share obligation can be met during the next 15

year period, upon completion of the Woodhaven, Olympia-York and

other Uia^Lauxfil projects, even if they are built with a 12% set-

aside.

The fair share number to 1990 has already been calculated and

agreed upon at 2,131 units. Projecting fair share through the year

2000 raises several methodological issues. Currently, there is no

established methodology to project a municipality's fair share ob-

ligation to the year 2000. The "Urban League" or "consensus" meth-

odology has been endorsed by the Court in &*&*£*_£S3l£y_Co..»_.e;fc.ft3l.i

Y..*_Twp.1_C;f_#ax££n_e.£.taJ..a (decided July 16, 1984 by Judge Serpentel-

li), as the established methodology to estimate "fair share" allo-

cations to 1990. The report on the consensus methodology prepared

by Carla Lerman and dated April 2, 1984 contends that it is more

appropriate at this time to calculate and assign fair share alloca-

tions to 1990 rather than to 2000. It maintains that projections

to 2000 can more reasonably be made after 1990 census data becomes

available. This position highlights the fact that projections to

2000 made now must be based on a variety of assumptions and trends

and that these will need to be reassessed in 1990 in order to as-

sign Old Bridge its actual fair share allocation.

The projections contained in this chapter reflect the considera-

tions outlined by the New Jersey Supreme Court decision, £Q*_J$UZ-

liB9£Qn-QQu-E2&Q2_££*al*_Y*_TQvnshiB-Q£-&£*-Lau£el, 92 ^ j ^ 158

(1983) and where applicable, the consensus methodology. Consistent

with the consensus methodology, our methodology involves these

basic steps:

1) Identification of the relevant fair share housing region or

regions;
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2) Calculation of present and prospective housing needs of low and

moderate income households in the region;

3) Allocation of these needs to the municipalities within the re-

gion(s) based upon pre-determined criteria;

4) Calculation of present housing needs of low and moderate income

households in the region;

5) Allocation of these needs to the municipalities within the

present need region based upon pre-determined need;

6) Calculation of indigenous need; and

7) Addition of the prospective need, regional present need and

indigenous need.

These seven steps are outlined below as they apply to Old Bridge.

Major assumptions and justifications of the consensus methodology

are generally noted and deviations from the basic methodology are

detailed.* As the purpose of these projections is to show that the

proposed #£.*_X»a.ur£l__XI developments will more than meet Old

Bridge's fair share to 2000, the assumptions that have been made

tend to overestimate the Township's actual fair share obligation.

A "fair share allocation region" is a geographic area within which

low and moderate income housing need is quantified and distributed

to municipalities in an equitable and rational manner. Each muni-

cipality must meet its share of the existing need for low and mod-

erate housing ("present need") and for the future low and moderate

J> . . * A more thorough discussion of the consensus methodology is con-
— k tained in the £3il_ 51)31 e_£epp.i;fc prepared by Carla Lerman for

the £3i£ej:e£ case.
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housing need ("prospective need"). The major considerations lead-

(fj. ing to quantification and distribution differ with respect to pres-

ent and prospective need. Consequently, two separate regions - a

"prospective need region" and a "present need region" - are used by

the consensus methodology to determine a municipality's fair share

' allocation.

A. DEFINING THE FAIR SHARE REGION: PROSPECTIVE NEED

A municipality's relevant fair share region for determining

prospective need must encompass the housing market area within

which low and moderate income households seeking shelter would

be expected to locate if affordable housing were available.

The most important determinant of residential location is ac-

cessibility to employment opportunities, and thus the composi-

tion of the relevant region depends primarily on the location

of actual and prospective employment centers and the availabil-

k: ity of transportation facilities. Low and moderate income

households can be expected to seek housing readily accessible

to their jobs. Accordingly, the area within 30 minutes driving

\ f time from a municipality approximates its prospective need re-

ry-f-{ gion. This area is known as the municipality's "commutershed".

The 30-minute commutershed for Old Bridge Township encompasses

, Mercer, Monmouth, Morris, Somerset and Union Counties. Under

f the consensus methodology, these five counties constitute Old

Bridge's prospective need fair share region. As the basic as-

sumptions and considerations for 1990 are consistent with those

for 2000, these counties will continue to be used to calculate

Old Bridge's fair share to 2000.
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II.

B. DEFINING THE FAIR SHARE REGION: PRESENT NEED

In contrast to prospective need, the major consideration in the

determination of present need concerns existing housing condi-

tions. The Supreme Court, in &fcJ_I.auj:eJr_II, indicates that a

present need fair share region integrate both the older urban

core areas that are burdened by high levels of indigenous need

and the less developed newer suburban areas that offer the re-

sources to accommodate that need. In light of this, the fol-

lowing present need regions have been defined by the consensus

methodology:

Region 1: Bergen, Essex, Hudson, Hunterdon, Middlesex, Morris,

Passaic, Somerset, Sussex, Union and Warren Counties

;

Region 2: Burlington, Camden, Gloucester and Mercer Counties

Region 3: Monmouth and Ocean Counties

Region 4: Atlantic, Cape May, Cumberland and Salem Counties.

As it is unlikely that any significant changes will occur in

the conditions in these regions during the next five years, it

is reasonable to apply these regions again in the calculation

of present need in 1990 to 2000. As such, Old Bridge falls

within the present need region for Region 1, encompassing

Bergen, Essex, Hudson, Hunterdon, Middlesex, Morris, Passaic,

Somerset, Sussex, Union and Warren Counties.

The future need for low and moderate income housing is largely de-

termined by the rate at which new low and moderate income
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households are formed or migrate to the region.* This, in turn, is

largely~a function of population growth, although many other vari-

ables, such as the age distribution of the population, marriage and

divorce rates, family composition, social forces, employment pat-

terns and the availability of housing all contribute to determine

the number of households. Projections are provided below for the

overall population and then specifically for the low and moderate

income population sub-group.

A. PROJECTED POPULATION AND HOUSEHOLD CHANGE

Relatively sophisticated county population projections for 1990

and 2000 have recently been prepared by the New Jersey Depart-

ment of Labor.** In addition to total numbers of persons ex-

pected to reside in each county in 1990, estimates of the

numbers of persons by sex and age group have been calculated.

Separate sets of projections were generated by four different

models of future growth patterns. Two models (the ODEA Econom-

ic/ Demographic and ODEA Demographic Cohort) are "preferred" by

the Department of Labor as theoretically superior to the other

two "regression" models. Both ODEA models are "cohort-compo-

nent method" projections, however the Economic/Demographic

model differs from the Demographic Cohort method in that migra-

tion of persons 65 years of age and under is computed based

upon projected labor market conditions rather than on the basis

of migration trends during the previous decade.***

* The Census defines "household" as all the persons who occupy a
housing unit. Thus, by definition, there is a one-to-one re-
lationship between the number of households and the number of
housing units needed.

** Office of Demographic and Economic Analysis, Division of Plan-
ning and Research, N.J. Department of Labor, Ue.w__j££S.e.y.
Bfiyj,s.ejLI&taJLSDiLAsfi_&.5fiX_PopiilaJ;iOD_PJOj e.s;fciOJJS (1985-
2000), July 1983.

*** See Z&j, pp. 1-8 for a full discussion of the assumptions and
methodologies used to generate these two sets of projections.
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As the two models project ranges of future population change,

they have been combined by the consensus methodology, to avoid

extremes in the projections. This composite is achieved by

taking the average of the two models for each age cohort. The

total number of households is then derived by multiplying each

of these age cohorts by the expected percentage of persons in

the cohort who will be heads of households, or a "headship"

rate.*

This calculation has been made for each county in the commuter-

shed to obtain the projected number of households in the region

by 1990 and 2000. The total number of households in the Old

Bridge commutershed is projected to be 863,727 in 1990 and

937,858 in 2000. This number represents an increase of 145,729

new households over 1980 to 1990 (Table 1) and another increase

of 74,131 from 1990 to 2000 (Table 2).

B. PROJECTED LOW AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSEHOLD GROWTH

The projected share of low and moderate income households is

based upon the proportion of low and moderate income households

in the State of New Jersey as set forth in footnote 8 of the

UfiiiD£.LfliJXjSl_JJ decision. Low-income households are defined as

those households with incomes no greater than 50% of the median

household income for the state. Moderate income households are

those households with incomes that do not exceed 80%, and are

no less than 50% of the statewide median. In New Jersey, 39.4%

of the households are classified as low or moderate income

households. It is assumed that this proportion will remain es-

sentially constant between 1980 and 1990, and 1990 and 2000, as

it did between 1970 and 1980. The number of new low and moder-

ate income households for the commutershed region can therefore

* This technique uses the methodology and headship rates devel-
oped by the Rutgers Center for Urban Policy Research in l*pijfl£

125.
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TABLE 1:- PROJECTED LOW AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSEHOLDS, 1990,
BY COUNTY - OLD BRIDGE COMMUTERSHED REGION

£0JJBty

Mercer

Middlesex

Monmouth

Somerset

Union

Total

1990

118,997

245,989

214,573

89,681

154,432

863,727

1980

3. &insS-.Bo£ sefeol^
105,819

196,708

170,130

67,368

_r_ 112,523

717,998

New

13,178

49,281

44,443

22,313

15.514

145,729

s .354 -.

.394

.394

.394

.394

.254

.394

Mt. Laurel

5,192

19,417

17,510

8,791

57,417*

* Numbers do not add up due to rounding.

SOURCE: Car la Lerman, ybD-l9
8§y-E£Un§Xisk-X*-Qai£§£££-££*al*, dated April 2, 1984,
Table 8 (see text of report for explanation of calcula
tion) .
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TABLE 2:~ PROJECTED LOW AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSEHOLDS, 2000,

BY COUNTY - OLD BRIDGE COMMUTERSHED REGION

2000 1990 New Mt. Laurel

t ,

Mercer 128,106

Middlesex 276,620

Monmouth 233,639

Somerset 101,348

Union 155*145

Total 937,858

118,997

245,989

214,573

89,681

154*487

863,727

9,109

30,631

19,066

11,667

.394

.394

.394

.394

74,131 .394

3,589

12,069

7,512

4,597

-1*441

29,208

* Numbers do not add up due to rounding.

SOURCE: Carla Lerman,
2£l}n2yir£k-X*-Q3££§I§£-e£*al*, dated April 2, 1984, Table 8
(see text of report for explanation of calculation); Rutgers
Center for Urban Policy Research in ltt_«_I>aui£l_JI.i_Cfe£lle.ase.
an&-D§liYS£¥-Q£-hQyzQQS£-.MQU2in9r PP- 122-125; Office of
Demographic and Economic Analysis, Division of Planning and
Research, N.J. Department of Labor, ifew_Jexs£y_Ee.yi££d_lp.£al

(1985-2000), July 1983.
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be projected by multiplying the total number of new households

by 39.4%. Using this constant, in Old Bridge's commutershed

region, there will be an estimated 29,208 new low and moderate

income households between 1990 and 2000 (see Table 2 ) .

The planners in the £ax.fcej;££ case agreed that availability of land,

employment opportunities, recent job growth and the economic status

of the municipal population are relevant considerations in allocat-

ing prospective housing need. Four allocation criteria were

selected by the group as indicators of these considerations. These

criteria are listed and explained further below.

1) present (1982) municipal employment as a percentage of present
(1982) commutershed employment (Table 3 ) ;

2) municipal employment growth as a percentage of commutershed
employment growth (Tables 4 and 5) for the period 1972 to 1982;

3) municipal land in the growth area as a percentage of commuter-
shed land in the growth area (Table 6 ) ; and

4) municipal median household income as a ratio to median house-
hold income in the commutershed (Table 7 ) .

Municipalities with no land in State Development Guide Plan (SDGP)

growth areas are exempt from an obligation to provide for the pros-

pective regional housing need under the U£.»_L3UI£l_ZJ decision. In

addition, there was a consensus that many of the state-designated

"Urban Aid" municipalities should be exempt by virtue of their

already considerable housing burdens.

Employment in non-growth municipalities and selected Urban Aid

cities must therefore be deducted from the commutershed employment

totals. Similarly, acreage in selected Urban Aid cities must be

deducted from the commutershed total of land in the growth area.
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-J TABLE 3r PRIVATE COVERED EMPLOYMENT, 1982, BY COUNTY - OLD BRIDGE

COMMUTERSHED REGION

Mercer

Middlesex

Monmouth

Somerset

Union

1982
Covered

.Employment*.

Deduct
Employment

in
Non-Growth
__Aieas.**_.

110,126

240,832

131,493

82,957

1,225

0

5,097

161

Deduct
Employment
in Selected
Urban Aid

23,624

32,322

14,246

0

Total for
Prospective

Need
Allocation

85,277

208,510

112,150

82,796

Total 791,047 6,483 131,316 653,248

* There is a slight discrepancy between the figures used for County
1982 employment in the Carla Lerman, JT3ix_Sb3Xe_£gpp.x.fcj_I7x]2afl
Lfiasu^of^Gxeatfii.^e^BiiJnswicJs^Yj.raxiexei^e^fll^f dated April 2,
1984 and the figures used in this report. This discrepancy re-
sults from the use of different tables in the Ne.w_j£X££y_Csyex££
£mplfiyiP£n£_2lxe.Di3£.1_23.g2. This report uses the aggregates of the
employment totals by municipality, whereas the Lerman report uses
a separate table of county totals which inexplicably differ
slightly.

** There are no municipalities located entirely within non-growth
areas in Middlesex or Union Counties.

*** There are no selected Urban Aid cities in Somerset County.

SOURCE: State of New Jersey, Dept. of Labor, Office of Demographic &
Economic Analysis, J?ejL3§IS£X-CQ¥£Z£$-Em&lQXm$D£-T£§nds*-19>&2
(December, 1983): "Private Sector Covered Jobs, 3rd Quarter",
by municipality.
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TABLE 4: PRIVATE COVERED EMPLOYMENT, 1972-1982, BY COUNTY*

1972 1973 1974 1975 127JJ 1977 19J8. 1Q7Q 1980 19_8j li&2

Mercer 61,570 67,911 70,627 69,585 73,978 76,578 82,790 83,637 83,071 86,640 85,277

Middlesex 141,251 154,966 162,733 157,769 165,865 177,263 190,262 199,095 200,852 209,192 208,510

Monmouth 77,182 83,690 84,808 84,235 88,591 92,548 102,824 105,719 107,585 110,582 112,150

Somerset 56,952 55,599 60,271 62,879 62,850 70,3^1 74,971 79,716 79,146 82,338 82,796

149,277 155.855 153f263 145P722 149.780 155f559 16OP479 165,908 164.305 I67r2i6 164,515

Total 486,232 518,024 531,702 520,190 541,064 572,289 611,326 634,075 634,959 655,968 653,248

* Employment figures exclude non-growth and selected Urban Aid Municipalities (see Appendices A & B ) .

SOURCE: State of New Jersey, Department of Labor, Office of Demographic and Economic Analyses, New Jersey Covered
Trends (1972-1982): "Private Sector Covered Jobs, 3rd Quarter", by municipality.



TABLE 5: AVERAGE ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT GROWTH, 1972-1982 USING LINEAR
REGRESSION MODEL - OLD BRIDGE COMMUTERSHED REGION

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

6

486,232
518,024

531,702

520,190

541,064

572,289

611,326

634,075

634,959

655,968

,359,077

-91,866

-60,074

-46,396

-57,908

-37,034

- 5,809

33,228

55,977

56,861

77,870

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

459,330

240,296

139,188

115,816

37,034

0

33,228

111,954

170,583

311,480

1,994,659

25

16

9

4

1

0

1

4

9

16

25
110

Average Y = 6,359,077 * 11 = 578,098

lfi
110 " 1 8

Explanations of Calculation:

Y = Number of Region's Covered Jobs - Non-growth Municipalities and
Urban Aid Cities (see Table 4)•

X = Year in Progression

SOURCE: State of New Jersey, Department of Labor, Office of Demo-
graphic and Economic Analysis, iJê _je.i£ê _£c;yej;ejLJSmplfiyme.B£
iLSD&S (1972-1982): "Private Sector Covered Jobs, 3rd Quar-
ter", by municipality. Calculations by Abeles Schwartz
Associates, Inc.
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TABLE 6: STATE DEVELOPMENT GUIDE PLAN GROWTH AREA BY COUNTY, IN ACRES

OLD BRIDGE COMMUTERSHED REGION

Deduct Growth Net
Area in Selected Total Growth Area For

Mercer 105,086 4,800 100,286

Middlesex 154,110 6,432 147,678

Monmouth 156,624 4,832 151,792

Somerset 100,455 0 100,455

Union -£5*825

TOTAL 582,150 29,114 553,036

* There are no selected Urban Aid cities in Somerset County,

< SOURCE: Carla Lerman,
£xun£wic.fc_i\,_£ax.fce.xe£-e£.,al^, dated April 2, 1984, Table 5.
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TABLE 7: MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME, 1979, BY COUNTY - OLD BRIDGE

COMMUTERSHED REGION

Mercer

Middlesex

Monroouth

Somerset

Union

TOTAL

Number of

71,839

169,847

143,376

67,101

U6*U2

568,805

County
Median

Household
Income.*

$22,918

$24,217

$22,380

$26,243

$24*155

-

Aggregate
Household

Income

$1,646,406

$4,113,185

$3,208,755

$1,760,932

$2*SU*A32

$13,546,766

Regional
Median Income

(Weighted
_ AyejrageJ*

-

-

-

-

$23,816

* Excluding municipalities with no land in State Development Guide
Plan growth areas, as well as selected Urban Aid municipalities.

SOURCE: U.S. 1980 Census of Population and Housing, Summary Tape File
3A as compiled in New Jersey State Data Center,

(June, 1983).
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These three adjusted factors (employment growth, current employment

and land in growth areas) are then averaged to establish a prelimi-

nary allocation percentage. After this preliminary allocation fac-

tor is derived, the ratio of the municipality's median household

income to the median income in the region is multiplied by the pre-

liminary allocation factor to establish a "wealth factor". The

wealth factor reflects municipalities1 previous land use practices.

A municipality which has been exclusionary in its zoning will gen-

erally have a higher median household income than one which has

been less exclusionary and which should therefore receive a smaller

proportion of the prospective need allocation. The wealth factor

is then averaged with the other three factors to develop the final

composite allocation factor.

This factor is in turn multiplied by the projected year 2000 number

V; of households in the commutershed to determine the preliminary

prospective need for 2000. As noted earlier, the consensus method-

ology does not allocate need to 2000. However, the use of these

allocation factors provides the most reasonable available basis for

projecting need to 2000 for two reasons. First, these allocation

factors can be expected to continue to be the primary indicators of

housing need until at least 2000. Secondly, they represent the

most up-to-date, readily available data. Preliminary prospective

need for 2000 has therefore been estimated by multiplying the pro-

jected 2000 number of households in the commutershed by the compos-

ite allocation factor.

Over and above this preliminary prospective need, municipalities

also need to provide for the excess prospective need of communities

without adequate vacant land to accommodate their allocations. A

20% addition is used to anticipate the need for such a realloca-

tion. Although a more desirable procedure would use the actual

amount of vacant developable land, the 20% factor has been substi-

tuted for two reasons: (1) current data on vacant developable land

is not readily available from any comprehensive and easily
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accessible source, and (2) the 20% factor is of a magnitude similar

to the vacant land reallocation that occurred in 1978, the last

time comprehensive vacant land data was available.

The allocation must also be increased by a vacancy factor to ensure

market mobility. Generally, vacancy rates of 5.0% for rental hous-

ing and 1.5% for sales housing are considered the minimum accept-

able vacancy levels. Since construction of sales housing appears

to be occurring at a greater rate than rental units, an adequate

composite vacancy rate for both housing types has been set at 3%.

Thus, a 103% multiplier is used to derive the final prospective

allocation number.

Table 8 calculates the preliminary prospective need allocation for

Old Bridge Township. The 1982 figures reveal that there are 4,225

covered jobs in Old Bridge (col. 1). This constitutes .647% of the

total number of jobs in the region (col. 3). The number of covered

jobs in Old Bridge increased by an average of 341 jobs per year

from 1972 to 1982 (col. 4). This represents 1.862% of the region's

average job growth over the same period (col. 6). Old Bridge was

also found to have 24,518 acres of land in the growth area (col.

7), which represents 4.433% of the region's land in the growth area

(col. 9).

The percentages in columns 3, 6 and 9 of Table 8 serve as the three

preliminary allocation factors. Since each is given equal weight,

they are averaged to derive a preliminary composite allocation fac-

tor of 2.314%, shown in column 10.

Table 9 reveals how the wealth factor is derived and included in

the allocation process. Because Old Bridge's median household in-

come of $23,222 (col. 1) is .975 times as large as the median for

the region (col. 3), this percentage is multiplied by the prelimi-

nary composite factor to obtain a wealth factor of 2.256% (col. 5).

This percentage is then given the same weight as the other three
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TABLE 8: PROSPECTIVE NEED ALLOCATION FACTORS - OLD BRIDGE TOWNSHIP

Annual Employment Growth"
1982 Employment* 1972-1982 Land- In Growth Area (Acres)

Preliminary
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) Composite
Old Old Bridge as Old Old Bridge as Old Old Bridge as Factor (Percentage

Bridge Region < of Region Bridge Region 1 of Region Bridge Region 1 of Region Average of Factors)

4,225 653,248 .647 341 18,311 1.862 24,518 553,036 4.433 2.314

SOURCE: Columns (1), (2), (4) and (5): State of New Jersey, Department of Labor, Office of Demographic and Economic
Analysis, Hew Jersey Covered. Ffrployment Trends (1972-1982): "Private Sector Covered Jobs, 3rd Quarter, by
municipality; column (7): New Jersey Municipal Data Book, 1984; column (8): Carla Lerman, Fair Share Report:
Urban League of Greater New Brunswick v. Carteret et.al.r dated April 2, 1984.

TABLE 9: PROSPECTIVE NEED WEALTH FACTOR: OLD BRIDGE TOWNSHIP
I
U)

^ Median Household Income (1979)*

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Preliminary
Old Old Bridge as Composite Composite Factor (Percentage

Bridge Region § of Region x Factor a Wealth Factor Average Ipc.lud.jng Wealth Factor)
23,222 23,816 .975 2.314 2.256 2.300

* Regional figures exclude municipaliteis with no land in State Development Guide Plan growth, areas, as well as
selected Urban Aid municipalities (see Appendices A and B).

SOURCE: Columns (1) and (2): U.S. 1980 Census of Population and Housing, Summary Tape File 3A as compiled In New Jersey
State Data Center, Profile V: Ineoae and Poverty EnMPflfr-EP for Familiesf Households and Persons (June 1983).



factors (see Table 8, cols. 3, 6 and 9). The average of the four

factors yields a final composite factor of 2.300% (Table 9, col.

6).

To derive the year 2000 prospective housing need, the final compos-

ite factor is multiplied by the projected regional low and moderate

income housing need for 2000 of 29,208 units in Table 10. This

calculation results in a prospective need of 672 units (col. 3).

In order to accommodate the unmet need of those municipalities with

insufficient vacant land, the 20% reallocation adjustment is made,

which brings the prospective need to 806 units (col. 4). Finally,

when the 3% vacancy factor is added, this figure is increased by 48

units, yielding a total of 830 units (col. 5). This represents Old

Bridge's prospective need allocation for the period from 1990 to

* 2000 based on the consensus methodology.

IV. CALCULATION OP THE REGION'S PRESENT NEED

Present need equals the reallocated indigenous need of all munici-

palities in the region. Indigenous need refers to a municipality's

existing substandard housing conditions. All municipalities in the

region - except those which have indigenous housing needs in excess

of the overall standard of housing deficiencies in the region -

must meet their full indigenous housing needs. They must also ac-

commodate the reallocated indigenous need of those municipalities

with excess housing needs.

As there is no established methodology for calculating present need

to the year 2000, we have adopted a two part methodology, as fol-

lows: (1) calculation of present need as of today, using consensus

methodology; (2) projection of the Dgw present need that is created

over the upcoming decade. We have used demolitions as a surrogate

to arrive at the latter figure. Both methodologies are described

below.
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TABLE 10: CALCULATION OF PROSPECTIVE NEED ALLOCATION TO 2000: OLD BRIDGE TOWNSHIP

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) '•

Region's New
Low/Mod
Households
MQ.Q0) X

Composite
Allocation
Factor =

Prospective
Need

With
Reallocation
Factor
(x 1.2)

With
Vacancy
Factor
(x 1.0?) =

Total Prospective
Need Allocation

29,208 2.300 672 806 830 830

SOURCE: Abeles Schwartz Associates, Inc., 1985

I



A. CONSENSUS METHODOLOGY

Under the consensus methodology, indigenous housing need is

computed based upon three criteria: units with overcrowding

(more than 1.01 persons per room), units lacking complete

plumbing for exclusive use of the occupants, and units lacking

adequate heating equipment. The total number of units with at

least one of these deficiencies represents the total number of

substandard units in the region. According to Tri-State Re-

gional Planning Commission studies, approximately 82% of the

region's substandard units are occupied by lower income house-

holds. Therefore, it is assumed that the total number of sub-

standard units in the region multiplied by 82% approximates the

number of substandard units in the region occupied by low and

moderate income households.

The number of substandard units divided by the total number of

occupied units in the region represents the percentage of sub-

standard units occupied by low and moderate income households,

and is referred to as the regional standard. All municipali-

ties whose proportions of deficient housing units occupied by

low and moderate income households exceed the regional standard

do not have to meet their full needs above the standard. In-

stead, this excess present need is reallocated among eligible

municipalities in the region.

Table 11 shows the derivation of the regional standard of inad-

equate low and moderate income dwellings, which is approximate-

ly 6,4%. When this figure is applied to each of the total

number of occupied units in a municipality in the region (ex-

cluding urban aid non-growth municipalities), the total unmet

need from municipalities with surpluses is 35,014 units.
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TABLE 11: SUBSTANDARD HOUSING UNITS: INDIGENOUS NEED, BY COUNTY, 1980 - PRESENT NEED REGION

(Overcrowded, lacking plumbing for occupants1 exclusive use, lacking central heating, without flues)

(All overlapping excluded)

1
OJ
1

Bergen

Essex

Hudson

Hunterdon

Middlesex

Morris

Passale

Somerset

Sussex

Union

Warren

Total
Occupied
Units

300,410

300,303

207,859

28,515

196,708

131,820

153,463

67,368

37,221

177,973

29P406

Over-
Qrowded

6,017

19,479

15,117

425

5,708

2,169

8,028

1,146

796

6,131

Units
Lacking
Complete
Plumb!1 nft

3,211

7,114

7,025

345

2,406

848

3,100

554

337

2,350

444

Units
Lacking
Adequate
Heating

3,029

7,736

7,721

1,172

1,662

1,738

5,007

630

1,686

2,348

1P090

Total
Substandard

Units

12,257

34,329

29,863

1,942

9,976

4,755

16,135

2,330

2,819

10,829

_2*£!5J2

Total
Substandard
Mt. Laurel
Households
(total x

.82)

10,051

28,150

24,488

1,592

8,180

3,899

13,231

1,911

2,312

8,880

1.683

Percent
Substandard
Mt. Laurel
Households of
Total Occu-
pied Units

3.3

9.4

11.8

5.6

4.2

3.0

8.6

2.8

6.2

5.0

-5*2

Total 1,631,044 65,534 27,734 34,019 127,287 104,377 6.4

SOURCE: Carla Leman, Fair Share Report, Urban League of Greater New Brunswick v. Carteret, et.al.f dated April 2,
1964, Table 1.



B. DEMOLITIONS METHODOLOGY

In addition to the units identified from the 1980 census as

substandard, units that become substandard by 1990 or that need

to be replaced for other reasons should also be addressed in

estimating present need to 2000. As updated data on substan-

dard units will not become available until after the 1990

census, we have developed a methodology based on residential

demolitions.

Residential demolitions were selected as the most appropriate

readily available indicator of future indigenous need. Resi-

dential demolitions reflect the number of units lost from the

housing stock. While data on demolitions slightly underesti-

mate the total unit loss because they do not include data on

losses from fires, flooding or residential to non-residential

conversions*, this condition can be expected to be offset by

the fact that some demolitions take place in order to clear

sites for new residential construction. The number of housing

units lost that were occupied by low and moderate income house-

holds through demolition corresponds to the obligation of

municipalities to replace such units. Assuming that all of the

units that were demolished were substandard, the 82% factor de-

rived from the Tri-State report would provide an estimate of

the number of low and moderate income housing units that were

lost. This can reasonably be expected to overestimate "new in-

digenous" need for 2000 for two reasons. First, all demoli-

tions do not represent units that were substandard. As a

result, the 82% figure tends to exaggerate the need. Secondly,

to the extent these units were substandard, some would have

already been counted in the 1980 figures. Thus, the number of

demolitions can reasonably be expected to over-represent the

number of "new" substandard units that will likely be reported

in the 1990 census.

* This methodological note is discussed in detail in the Rutgers
Center for Urban Policy Research in
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v.

The number of residential demolitions in the present need re-

gion are available on a yearly basis to 1983 (Table 12). Based

on the trends during the ten-year period from 1973 to 1983

(Table 13), the number of residential demolitions in the region

was projected to 1980 and the yearly totals during this 10-year

period were then aggregated. Based on the average number of

annual demolitions (Table 14), there will be 31,580 demolitions

in the 11-county region from 1980 to 1990. This number is then

multiplied by 82% to estimate the amount of low and moderate

income housing loss at 25,896 units.

A. REALLOCATED REGIONAL PRESENT NEED FROM CONSENSUS METHODOLOGY

The formula for the reallocation of surplus present need com-

bines three of the four factors used to allocate prospective

need.

(1) municipal employment as a percentage of total employment in

the present need region (1982);

(2) municipal land in the growth area as a percentage of total

growth area land in the present need region; and

(3) Municipal median household income as a ratio to total medi-

an household income in the present need region.

Employment in non-growth and selected Urban Aid cities is first

deducted from the regional employment total (see Table 15) and

the growth area in Urban Aid cities is deducted from the re-

gional growth area total prior to calculating the first two al-

location factors (see Table 16). These two factors (employment

and land in growth areas) are then averaged to establish a pre-

liminary allocation factor. This preliminary factor is
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TABLE 12: DEMOLITIONS, 1973-1983, BY COUNTY

u>

Bergen

Essex

Hudson

Hunterdon

Middlesex

Morris

Passalc

Somerset

Sussex

Onion

Warren

Total

1223 1324. 1925

1,539

651

7

209

96

399

50

54

229

3,685

239

1,499

984

7

175

126

346

52

32

270

25

3,755

195

2,283

801

4

167

105

212

63

37

160

4,033

1976

178

1,527

635

10

132

84

402

35

14

197

3,236

1977

190

984

441

23

13*

106

627

31

27

109

1S22

2,685

179

1,853

531

17

164

59

447

32

14

134

3,439

1219 19&2 12&1

310

1,658

465

21

138

62

293

22

31

176

3,190

246

1,713

662

18

106

68

516

47

44

212

12

3,644

208

1,200

813

16

115

61

404

25

33

91

1952

121

1,676

571

14

127

84

304

28

9

75

1983

2,985 3,019

175

999

498

2

63

47

287

20

19

137

2,254

SOURCE: New Jersey Office of Demographic and Economic Analysis, New Jersey Residential Building Perm1»ff,
1973-1983.

by year,



TABLE 13": AVERAGE ANNUAL DEMOLITIONS, 1973-1983, USING LINEAR

REGRESSION MODEL - OLD BRIDGE PRESENT NEED REGION

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

3,685

3,755

4,033

3,236

2,685

3,439

3,190

3,644

2,985

3,019

2*254

35,925

419

489

769

-30

-581

173

-76

378

-281

-247

-1,012

0 -5 -2,095 25

1 -4 -1,956 16

2 -3 -2,301 9

3 - 2 60 4

4 -1 581 1

5 0 0 0

6 1 -76 1

7 2 756 4

8 3 -843 9

9 4 -988 16

10 5 r5x££S 25

11,922

Average Y = 35,925 * 11 = 3,266

11*222 _ _108
110 " 1 0 8

Explanations of Calculation:

Y = Number of Region's Demolitions (see Table 14).

X = Year in Progression

SOURCE: New Jersey Office of Demographic and Economic Analysis, New
Jersey B£2i&§n£ial_B]iil§iDg,2exwi£s*-Swma£X, by year, 1973-
1983.
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TABLE 14 * PROJECTION OF DEMOLITIONS FROM 1981-1990 - PRESENT NEED

REGION

Average Annual

3,266 10

Demolitions to 1990
Based on Average Annual

32,660

Minus Average Decrease
in Demolitions (1973-1983)

1,080

Number of Projected

31,580

SOURCE: Abeles Schwartz Associates, Inc., 1985.
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TABLE 15: PRIVATE COVERED EMPLOYMENT, 1982, BY COUNTY - ELEVEN COUNTY PRESENT NEED REGION

I

to
1

County

Bergen
Essex
Hudson
Hunterdon

Middlesex
Morris
Passale
Somerset

Sussex
Union
Warren

* There
Car la

1982
Covered
Employment*

349,512
301,476
171,967
20,492

240,832
163,240
156,948
82,957

18,077
225,639
24,632

Deduct
Employment in
Non—Growth Areas**

0
0
0

6,987

0
3,034
1,152
161

13,515
0

5,385

Deduct
Employment in
Selected Urban
Aid Cities***

12,572
195,983
122,401

0

32,322
0

54,641
0

0
61,124

0

Total
for Present Need
Allocatipn Formula

336,940
105,493
49,566
13,505

208,510
160,206
101,155
82,796

4,562
164,515
19,247

is a slight discrepancy between the figures used for County 1982 employment In the
Lerman Fair Share ReDort: Urban League of Greater New Brunswick v. Carteret et.al.

dated April 2, 1984 and the
the use of different tables

figures used in this report. This discrepancy results from
in the Jlew Jersey Covered Employment Trends, 1992. This

report uses the aggregates of the employment totals by municipality, whereas the Lerman
report uses a separate table of county totals which inexplicably differ slightly.

** There are no municipalities located entirely within non-growth areas in Bergen, Essex,
Hudson, Middlesex or Union Counties.

*** There are no selected Urban Aid cities in Hunterdon, Morris, Somerset, Sussex or Warren
Counties.

SOURCE: State of New Jesrey Dept. of Labor, Office of Demographic and Economic Analysis, New
Jersey Covered Employment Trends. 1982 (December 1983): "Private Sector Covered Jobs,
3rd Quarter", by municipality.



TABLE 16f STATE DEVELOPMENT GUIDE PLAN GROWTH AREA BY COUNTY, IN

ACRES - OLD BRIDGE PRESENT NEED REGION

Deduct Growth Net
Area in Selected Total Growth Area For

Bergen 135,699 2,752 132,947

Essex 77,469 30,746 46,723

Hudson 27,661 23,949 3,712

Hunterdon 26,759 0 26,759

Middlesex 154,110 6,432 147,678

Morris 116,769 0 116,769

Passaic 48,280 7,450 41,830

v Somerset 100,455 0 100,455

Sussex 6,418 0 6,418

Union 65,875 13,050 52,825

V Warren _22*J>42 Q -21*M1

782,542 84,379 699,163

•**•••• * There are no selected Urban Aid cities in Hunterdon, Morris,
Somerset, Sussex, Union or Warren Counties.

SOURCE: Carla Lerroan, 9
, dated April 2, 1984, Table 5.
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multiplied by the municipality's median household income ratio

to produce a wealth factor. The wealth factor is then averaged

with the first two allocation factors to produce the composite

present need allocation factor (see Table 17)•

The final present need allocation factor is multiplied by the

regional surplus present need to determine the municipality's

share of the reallocation. In order for municipalities to ad-

just gradually to this lower income population redistribution,

their reallocations are staged over three six-year periods. The

share to be met by 1990, therefore, is the reallocation divided

by three. The remaining two-thirds of the present need must be

met between 1990 and 2002. As with the prospective need, ad-

justments must then be made to accommodate the further reallo-

cation from municipalities without sufficient land and to

insure an adequate vacancy rate for market mobility.

Table 18 shows the calculation of Old Bridge's present need

composite allocation factor. Old Bridge's 4,225 covered jobs

constitute .003% of the total number of jobs in the present

need region (col. 3). Old Bridge's 24,518 acres of growth area

represents 3.507% of the present need region's total growth

area (col. 6)• These two percentages are averaged to obtain

the preliminary allocation factor of 1.923% (col. 7).

Table 19 derives the present need wealth factor. Old Bridge's

median household income of $23,222 (col. 1) is .960 times as

large as the region's median household income (col. 3). This

ratio is then multiplied by the preliminary composite factor,

which yields a wealth factor of 1.846 (col. 5). This factor is

given the same weight as the other two factors (see Table 15,

cols. 3 and 6) by taking the average of the three factors.

This calculation results in a final composite factor of 1.897%

(Table 16, col. 6).
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TABLE 17: MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME, 1979, BY COUNTY - OLD BRIDGE

PRESENT NEED REGION

Bergen

Essex

Hudson

Hunterdon

Middlesex

Morris

Passaic

Somerset

Sussex

Union

Warren

Number of

280,333

77,577

26,242

11,902

169,847

126,976

84,572

67,101

16,620

116,642

999,196

County
Median

Household

$24,570

24,178

18,973

24,382

24,217

26,245

21,998

26,243

20,109

24,155

-

Aggregate
Household
Income

$6,887,778

1,875,657

497,889

290,195

4,113,185

3,332,485

1,860,414

1,760,932

334,212

2,817,487

24,157,135

Regional
Median Income
(Weighted

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$24,177

Excluding municipalities with no land in State Development Guide
Plan growth areas, as well as selected Urban Aid municipalities
(see Appendices A and B).

SOURCE: U.S. 1980 Census of Population and Housing, Summary Tape
File 3A as compiled in New Jersey State Data Center, 2lQiilS

(June, 1983).
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TABLE 18: PRESENT NEED ALLOCATION FACTORS - OLD BRIDGE TOWNSHIP

(1)

Old
Bridge

1982 Employment*
(2) (3)

Region
Old Bridge as
% of Region

Land in Growth Area (Acres)
(4) (5) (6)

Old
Bridge Region

Old Bridge as
1 of Region

Preliminary Composite
Allocation Factor

1,225 1,246,495 .003 24,518 699,163 3.507 1.755

SOURCE: Columns (1) and (2): State of New Jersey, Department of Labor, Office of Demographic and Economic Analysis, New
Jersey Covarad Employment Trends (1972-1982): "Private Sector Covered Jobs", 3rd Quarter, by municipality;
column (4): New Jersey Municipal Data Bookf 1984; column (5): Carla Lerman, Fair Share Report, Urban League of
Greater New Brunswick v. Carteret et.al., dated April 2, 1984.

TABLE 19: PRESENT NEED WEALTH FACTOR

Median Household Income (1979)*

(1)

Old
Bridge

(2)

Jieglon

(3)

Old Bridge as
M of Region

(4)
Preliminary
Composite
Allocation
Factor

(5)

Wealth Factor

(6)

Composite Factor (Percentage
Average Tnninrting Wealth Factor.)

•23,222 $24,177 .960 1.755 1.685 1.732

* Regional figures exclude municipalities with no land In State Development Guide Plan growth areas, as well as
selected Urban Aid municipalities (see Appendices A and B).

SOURCE: Columns (1) and (2): U.S. 1980 Census of Population and Housing, Summary Tape File 3A as compiled in New Jersey
Data Center, Profile V: Income UOA PPYftrty RfttrlMtfffl fpr Fajm̂ j-lefl, Households and Persons (June 1983).



Table 20 shows the calculation of reallocated present need for

Old Bridge. The composite factor multiplied by the regional

excess (col. 1) equals Old Bridge's share of the reallocation

(606 units). This reallocation is staged in three six-year

periods to coincide with the particular Master Plan update

schedule of each municipality. The first six-year period has

already been included in the Old Bridge 1990 fair share. This

leaves two six-year periods from 1990 to 2002. To derive the

Township's present need allocation from 1990 to 2002f Old

Bridge's share of the reallocation is multiplied by two-thirds

(col. 4). This establishes 404 units as Old Bridge's share to

be met between 1990 and 2002. The adjustments necessary to

provide for a further reallocation from municipalities without

sufficient vacant land (col. 5) and to ensure market mobility

(col. 6} increase this number to 500 units. This represents

Old Bridge's share of the reallocated excess present need to be

met from 1990 to 2002.

B. REALLOCATED REGIONAL PRESENT NEED FROM DEMOLITIONS

As described in the previous section, the anticipated number of

££w. substandard units to be created in the region between 1990

and 2000 is estimated at 25,896 units. This figure was projec-

ted based on demolition trends as a surrogate for calculating

the amount of low and moderate income housing loss. The next

step is to reallocate this newly created "present need" to

municipalities.

The first step is to multiply the 25,896 figure by .335, which

is the same proportion as the proportion of units that were re-

allocated throughout the region in 1980. The reallocated

regional present need is, therefore, 8,675 units.

Tables 21 and 22 show the calculation of Old Bridge's revised

present need. Old Bridge's composite allocation factor of
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TABLE 20: REALLOCATED PRESENT NEED 1990-2002: OLD BRIDGE TOWNSHIP

(1)

Reallocated
Excess in
Region X

(2)

Composite
Allocation
Factor

(3)

Share of
Reallpcation

(4)

Share to Be
Met 1990-2002
((3) x 2/3)

(5)
Within

Reallocated
Allowance
Cx 1.2)

(6) J.
With

Vacancy
Allowance
(x 1.03)

35,014 1.732 606 404 485 500

SOURCE: Abeles Schwartz Associates, Inc., 1985.



TABLE 21: NEW REALLOCATED PRESENT NEED, 1990-2000 - OLD BRIDGE TOWNSHIP

(1)

Projected
Demolitions

(2)

Demolitions of
Low and Moderate
Income Units

(3)

Proportion of
Units Reallocated

in 1Q80

(4)

Projected
Reallocated

Need

31,580 25,896 .335

SOURCE: Table 21, Calculations. Abeles Schwartz Associates, Inc., 1985.

8,675

TABLE 22: ALLOCATION OF NEW PRESENT NEED, 1990-2000 - OLD BRIDGE TOWNSHIP

Projected
Reallocated

Need

8,675

Composite
Allocation
.Factor

Share of
Reallocation

Share to be
Met 1990-2002
((3) X 2/3)

1,732 150 100

With
Reallocation
Allowance
(x 1.2)

120

With
Vacancy
Allowance
(x 1.03)

SOURCE: Abeles Schwartz Associates, Inc., 1985.



1.732 multiplied by the region's reallocated present need rep-

resents Old Bridge's share of the region's reallocated need,

which is 150 units. As reallocated need is met in staged 6-

year periods, two-thirds of this need must be met between 1990

and 2002, which reduces Old Bridge's share to 100 units. This,

in turn, is increased by the vacant land and vacancy allowances

to bring the final number to 124 units.

VI.

In addition to accommodating its fair share of the reallocated ex-

cess present need in the region, Old Bridge must accommodate the

present lower income housing need within its own borders, also

known as its indigenous need. As with the reallocated present

need, the number of projected demolitions have been used to reflect

the need for the municipality to provide for housing unit replace-

ment for low and moderate income households to be met in 1990.

Table 13 shows that the projected number of demolitions from 1980

to 1990 is 66. This number is multiplied by 82% to estimate the

number of low and moderate income housing units that will need to

be replaced is 54 units. After applying the vacant land and

vacancy factors, this number is increased to 67 units.

VII. TOTAL FAIR SHARE IN THE YEAR 2000

Old Bridge's total present need to 2000 has been estimated and in-

cludes (1) its remaining share of the region's allocated surplus

need as established from the 1980 census (500 units), (2) its share

from our projected additional surplus need calculation (124 units),

and (3) its revised share from our projection of new indigenous

need (67 units)• Its total projected present need to 2000 is,

therefore, 691 units.

Old Bridge's lower income housing allocation to 1990 is 2,131

units. Our projection of Old Bridge's fair share from 1990 to 2000
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is 1,521 units (see Table 23), including 830 units to meet prospec-

tive housing need between 1990 and 2000, and 691 units to meet

present housing need to 2000. Old Bridge's total fair share allo-

cation to the year 2000 is, therefore, 3,652

VIII. CONCLUSION

There are 6,074 acres of land in the PD zones. The proposed 12%

set aside at a density of 5 units per acre would yield 3,644 low

and moderate income units. This exceeds the 1990 fair share by

1,513. More striking, however, is that it will provide nearly

99.8% of Old Bridge's fair share to the year 2000.
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TABLE 23: SUMMARY OF OLD BRIDGE'S FAIR SHARE OBLIGATION TO 2000

Old Bridge Fair Share to 1990: 2,131

Pi Sspe c£iy e_£e. e^: 830

Reallocated Present Need, 1990-2002: 500

New Reallocated Present Need, 1990-2002: 124

New Indigenous Need: _J52

691

Total Fair Share, 1990-2000 1,521

Total Fair Share to 2000: 3,652

SOURCE: Abeles Schwartz Associates, Inc., 1985.
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3. MARKET ANALYSIS
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MARKET ANALYSIS

We have prepared a survey of existing and proposed development in

Old Bridge's market area, and conclude that Woodhaven suffers from

several market disadvantages that create a hardship for the devel-

opment. This hardship derives from four related issues.

1. The Woodhaven site is extraordinarily large. The large size of

the site requires that the Woodhaven development draw from a

wide market area, thereby placing it in direct competition with

development in the entire region. Moreover, the development of

such a large site will incur extraordinary front-end infra-

structure costs - costs that are not imposed on most other

developments in the region.

2. Woodhaven's competition is formidable. An enormous number of

units will be coming onto the market in this area during the

next five years. Indeed, the market can absorb only so many

units before becoming saturated. As the market becomes satura-

ted, sales prices for all market rate units in all develop-

ments, including 2J£_»_Lajjj:el developments, can be expected to

become depressed. Correspondingly, reduced sales prices will

diminish the ability of the conventional units to subsidize the

units.

3. Woodhaven's competition also has a pricing advantage. Nearly

all of the existing and proposed developments in the area in-

volve QQ Mt^^LaiilSl commitment. As they have jjp need to gen-

erate an internal subsidy, they therefore have a wider margin

between per unit costs and sales price. This wider margin be-

tween cost and sales price gives these developments a pricing

advantage; i.e., they can afford to lower prices to out-compete

developments.

4. Woodhaven's location in Old Bridge places the development at

the lower end of the housing market, in terms of sales price.
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Realtors report that the Old Bridge market provides housing

^ within the range of middle income households. The availability

of housing within this range limits the sales prices that can

be demanded for the conventional units in the Woodhaven pro-

ject. Consequently, the economic generator created by the

^ market rate (conventional) units is less than in areas where

higher sales prices could be generated by the conventional

units.

1 In all, these four factors place Woodhaven at a disadvantage rela-

tive to other developments in terms of both absorption rate and

price. Woodhaven must compete with a large number of developments,

which generally have lower development costs and contain all con-

} ventional units and, as such, have higher average sales prices.

The other developments, therefore, have a competitive advantage

over Woodhaven.

This chapter describes the basis for reaching these conclusions.

The following two sections describe our findings. The last section

describes our methodology.

A municipality's housing market can generally be defined based on

such factors as commuting times, general reputation and existing

conditions. The Old Bridge housing market area consists of ten

municipalities in Middlesex and Monmouth Counties. These include

Aberdeen, East Brunswick, Manalapan, Monroe, Freehold, Marlboro,

Hazlet, Old Bridge, Matawan and Sayreville. Existing development

has the following characteristics.

1- QX££&ll-IX£n&£• There is a high demand for all types of hous-

ing. Houses put on the market generally sell quickly. In ad-

dition, many rental apartment complexes reported waiting lists

or very few, if any, vacancies. This high demand for housing
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in Old Bridge's market area reflects the area's excellent prox

imity to New York City as well as the relatively low housing

costs that prevail in the area.

2. SinglS-ESH!i2y_^3XJS£i• New single family construction consists

primarily of large homes at low densities. Typically, these

units contain three to four bedrooms. Older homes tend to be

smaller. Most of these units contain two bedrooms.

As can be expected, the sales prices for new houses are higher

than for older homes. (Table 24 summarizes our price survey

results). Recently constructed three and four bedroom homes

range from $100,000 to $150,000. By comparison, older homes

are generally less expensive: one bedroom houses are available

in the $65,000 range and larger units range from $70,000 to

$150,000.

3. Xll£-lQimhQU£§-&SXk§£. The townhouse units tend to be relative-

ly large, most containing two to three bedrooms. The least

expensive townhouse units fall within the $70,000 to $80,000

range. More expensive units sell for as much as $150,000.

4. £ejj£3l_J$ailse.£. The rental market for all types of housing is

tight. Real estate brokers and developments reported that they

frequently had no available rental units and that the area gen-

erally had a low rental vacancy rate.

Most rentals are one and two bedroom apartments. There are few

available studios and units with more than two bedrooms. Amen-

ities offered range from swimming pools and tennis courts to no

recreational facilities.

Table 25 presents the rental levels by unit size in the Old Bridge

housing market. Monthly rents for a one-bedroom apartment range

from $425 to $550, Two-bedroom apartments range from $450 to $605.
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TABLE 24. HOUSING SALES PRICES IN THE OLD BRIDGE HOUSING MARKET

Number of
Sources

.Suiyeye.iL

SINGLE FAMILY, DETACHED

1-Bedroom (Old)

2-Bedroom (Old)

3-Bedroom (Old)

3-Bedroom (New)

4-Bedroom (New)

$65,000

$70,000-$150,000

$110,000-$160,000

$100,000-$150,000

$110,000-$160,000

1

13

5

15

16

TOWNHOUSES

2-Bedroom

3-Bedrooro

$70,000-$150,000

$80f000-$150f000

10

4

CONDOMINIUM

1-Bedroom

2-Bedroom

3-Bedroom

$60,000-$110,000

$70f000-$100r000

$80,000-$100f000

SOURCE: Abeles Schwartz Associates survey, January 1985.
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TABLE 25. RENTAL LEVELS BY UNIT SIZE

1 Bedroom $425-$600 11

2 Bedroom $450-$605 10

SOURCE: Abeles Schwartz Associates survey, January 1985
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There is considerable variability from town to town in'price range

and availability (see Table 31).

II• QYERVIEW_Q£_PR£PO£ED_DEVELOPMENT

In addition to the existing market conditions, proposed development

will also affect the marketability of units in BQ&B£-1'3£X§1 pro-

jects in Old Bridge. The characteristics of proposed and competing

developments are summarized below.

1- £y.££3.11_TlSB&S• Ex£2,y.£lj.nc| Woodhaven and Olympia & York, rough-

ly 26,000 units will come on the market in less than five

years, if all presently proposed development goes forward (see

Tables 26 and 27), Approximately 22,000 units are accounted

for in proposed developments of roughly 100 acres or more.

Such large developments will be in direct competition with

Woodhaven.

2. &fc_*_LaJUljel_S£a£us.. Only 10% of the large scale developments

will be E£*._L&U£§1 (see Table 28) . Therefore, 90% of the de-

velopments will not be required to provide any internal

subsidy.

3. Siz§_o£_De.y.£lppme.nj;£• The Woodhaven site is extraordinarily

large in comparison to other developments. The average site

for projects with more than 100 units is 126.8 acres. Wood-

haven has 1,455 acres. Half of all projects with 100 or more

units have under 295 units, with only 3 projects having 2,000

or more units.

Woodhaven has 7,275 units. The largest project in Old Bridge

or the nine surrounding townships surveyed is one-seventh the

size of the Olympia & York and Woodhaven sites combined, and

one-third the size of Woodhaven1s sites alone.
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TABLE 26: PROPOSED

Old Bridge

Aberdeen

East Brunswick

Freehold

Hazlet

Manalapan

Marlboro

Matawan

Monroe

Sayreville

Total

UNITS, BY

Single
family _

3,379

0

253

413

50

1,199

133

60

21

D
5,508

TOWN, FOR MAJOR

Townhouse/

2,098

718

1,102

1,924

0

1,177

0

0

6,600

17,422

DEVELOPMENTS*

ApillimeDiS

331

566

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2*21$
3,215

To£al

5,808

1,284

1,355

2,337

50

2,376

133

60

6,621

-6*121
26,145

* Major developments are those of approximately 100 units or more.

SOURCE: Abeles Schwartz Associates, Inc. survey, February 1985.

TABLE 27: NUMBER OF UNITS, BY STATUS, FOR MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS*

Under
Pending

Preliminary Preliminary Final

Single
Family

Townhouse/
Condo

Apartments

Total

525

1,191

2,066

613

4,869

5,870

827

1,933

3,000

814

8,392

2x145

11,352

2,779

16,385

22,288

* Major developments are those of approximately 100 units or more.

** Status information was unavailable for nearly 4,000 units indica-
ted in Table 26.

SOURCE: Abeles Schwartz Associates, Inc. survey, February 1985.
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TABLE 28: CHARACTERISTICS OF MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS

Number of Projects

Units

Acres

Average Number of Units

Average Number of Acres

Average Density

Median Number of Units

Median Number of Acres

Median Density

1

26,

4,

5.

38

145

819

688

127

4 U/A

295

85

3.5

Mt
Dsy
4

2,973

458

743

115

6.5

677

90

7

. Laurel
£lPPffie.D£
(10.5%)

(11.3%)

( 9.5%)

U/A

.5 U/A

SOURCE: Abeles Schwartz Associates, Inc. survey, February 1985.

TABLE 29: SALES PRICE BY TOWN

Old Bridge

Aberdeen

East Brunswick

Freehold

Hazlet

Manalapan

Marlboro

Matawan

Monroe

Sayreville

2,733

730

1,153

1,323

50

1,037

0

60

2,640

4,171

290

0

202

733

0

616

133

0

3,960

0

SOURCE: Abeles Schwartz Associates, Inc. survey, February 1985.
See Table 30.
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4- Plifes. While Old Bridge sales prices on current developments

are at the lower end of the ten townships surveyed, projected

prices for new development fall more solidly in the middle

range (see Tables 29 and 30). This could signify a weak spot

for future sales at these higher levels because of the large

number of new units projected to sell at similar prices in

surrounding townships that have markets already supporting

these price levels.

5. -EipglingH.. In addition to the 26,000 planned new units, sev-

eral towns have sites set-aside for U2Uiit_iI*ayiel developments,

that are as yet unplanned. The pipeline for new development is

approximately two to five years and does not tap development

prospects for the next five to fifteen years, so the figure of

26,000 units represents the market of the very near future.

A list of developments surveyed is provided at the end of this

memo (see Table 31).

III. &ETBQDQWG2

Nine townships adjacent to Old Bridge and Old Bridge itself were

chosen as the market area. Altogether, the market area encompasses

an area within a ten mile radius of Old Bridge. Surveys were con-

ducted in January and February, 1985. In each township, the

planning board was contacted and all residential development for

which the town had received an application, given preliminary or

final approval, or was under construction but not yet complete was

surveyed. Total projected units were determined, and broken down

by building type.

For projects of approximately 100 units or more, acreage and net

density were obtained, as well as the stage of development and the

target completion date. The completion dates are all approximate,

based on the ability of the development to sell its units as

quickly as planned.
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TABLE 30: SALES PRICE BY TYPE OF HOUSING

Mount

< 70f000*

70-85,000*

> 85,000**

t
si

0

0

0

Non-
Mount

20

804

0

To£al_

20

804

0

< 80,000*

80-100,000*

> 100,000**

0

1,363

300

2,668

7,027

4,620

2,668

8,390

4,920

< 100,000*

100-150,000*

> 150,000**

51

705

0 1,

140

569

314

1

1

191

,274

,314

* Moderate Price categories.

** High Price category.

SOURCE: Abeles Schwartz Associates, Inc. survey, February 1985
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To determine current sales prices, local realtors in erach town were

contacted, as well as planning boards and developers. For projec-

ted sales prices on future development, individual developers were

contacted. Where a developer had not yet priced his units, sales

prices were extrapolated from other developments of similar size,

density and building type in the same or most similar town.

Table 31 provides the results, in detail, of this survey.
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TAB LI

PROPOSED HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS

I
en

Name

i'l.n hi<ip.;i:

Roseqate

Oakwood

Whisporinq

Pines

'Id Bridqe

Manor

Buttonwood

Arms

Foxboro Villago

V.atcha-

Ponix Hills

!).'-.-.• l o p e r

Rosenblum

Kaplan

Corso-Stein

Kaufman S.
Grood

213 Hwy. 35,
Middle ton

a

A i'

12

200

79

6 9

22

191

190

of
res

.85

.56

. 2

*> o t

tlni t s

240

705
495

12 2

120

130

126

2 32
290

169
63

• <ak Woody' Park

Hovnanian

Cedar View

Estates

ABERDEEN

Hovnanian

Wyndham Pi .

Peach Tree

Aberdeen Forge

Rondo 11 Const.
E. Fletcher

Harry Rieder

29

79.6

40. 3

37.65

10.45

69.14

19.41
6.52

.92

140

66

96

134
196

80
20

504
254
96

1 9 . (•

- ) . ' '

3.25

5.7

2.7

1.2

3. 1

2.4

9.2

7. 3
13. 1
14.7

tin i ldinq
Typ-

iM! Apt

.Si IK] 1 e

Townhouse

S i IK|1(_'

Townhouse

Sinqle

Townhouse

Townhouse
Si nqle

Townhouse

Townhouse
Sinqle

Townhouse
Apt: .

Townhouse
Apt.

Townhouse
Garden Apt.

Pro]'-' <•

Pric

(apj rox. )

$70-90, OOi i

(approx.)

$85-110,nun

390-97,000

3121-136,uuo

3105,000

3100-135, Of)"
(approx.)

580-100,000

(approx.)

S80-100,000

(approx.)

385-110,000

(approx.)

3 70-75,000

$55,000

:,- 75-90, 000-

Rental

I98f.

1987

1985

1989

19R7

1987

1986

1986

1985

1986

1986

i'i na 1 A; ; vowi

Final Appiovj'

Under Const.

Under Co:.sf .

Under Const.

Prelim. App .

Prelim. A: p .

Pendi nq

Under ."oiist .

Prel in. A: p .

Under rr-.sr .

Prelim. Apt: .

In r.'eqot iar. ion•

* Only developments of approximately 100 units or more in size were surveyed. Includes partially completed developments. Excludes con

developments now. on the market.

No
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I
en
I

Name

EAST BRUNSWICK

U.S. Homes

Indian Forest

The Club

Society Hill

East

FkFLlk.'l.D

Developer

U.S. Homes

Hovnanian

Ilovnaii ian

» of
Acres

43.5

150

88

75

(approx.)

« at
Uni ts

204

202

JGB
51

500

Net
liensi ty

4.7

1. 34

4.76

6.6

I'm I 1 di nq

Type

Townhouse

Si nqh'

Townhouse
Single

Townhouse
Apt.

Projected
Prices

$00-100, 0O' i

$2 30, iiin.H

$80, H I M

•'$10o, 000

$60-90,OOu

i "oinj • 1 e t e

1 \)Wi

1 .187

1087

108..

Status

Under

U;,d.:r

Under

l.aure 1

Poet's Corner

Colonial Brookf

Chesterfield
Assoc.

Wemrock Farms

HAZLET

Suminary: No development greater than 25 units .

35
(approx.)

Joseph Bukiet

Laurence Cohen

Michael Kaplan

100+

250

(approx.)

11.8

142.2

370

36 3

100

1,223

3.1

1.5
(approx.)

8.4

8.6

Townhouse

• Single

Town 1 uju.se

Townhouse

$100-150,

$175,000

(approx.)

$7 5,000

(approx. )

$70,000+

MANALAPAN

Heritage

Country Oaks

Northfield

John Plesconta 100
(Eng.) (approx.)

Marvin Schmeltzer 80
(approx.)

George Craig 192

50

157

124

173

1.5 Single
(approx.)

1.5 Single

1.5 Single

.9 , Single

^3100,000

1

1

1

'.•00

•J8 7

•)f',t

A

I-

p

bou

end
A { 'I >

i n a

t

i
r

1

ov

;

aJ

; • ;

!'iu

•re

T O

1 im.

val

I'-','-J0

1087

Prelim, t. Final

Apnrova1

Approved

$130-175,000

$140,000+

$175,000+ -

1987

1086

1086

Prelim. App

Prelim. App

Prelim. A:;u
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Name

MANALAPAN (Cont'

Southfield

Stoninqham

Balmar

Manalapan Pines

Developer

d.)

George Craig

Balmar klty.

K of
Ac res

160

65

(approx.)

110

(approx.)

60

(approx.)

« o f •

Units

44 2

310

162

28 5

not

Densi ty

4.9

4.9

(approx.)

1.5

(approx.)

4.9

(approx.)

Bui ldl nq

Type

Townhouse

Townhouse

Single

Townhouse

I'ro jec: Led

Price:;

$80-100,000

$80-100, OOf.'

$175,000

$80-100,000

("om] > 1 e t c

VJH7

19Bi,

198t.

Status

Prel im. Api .

•Jot Vet Fi led

I'I..-!:. i i i,. j i : < •! i m .

Approv.il

App. Pen si nq

y.i.
l.aun.'l

No

No

N't'

No

1

MARLBORO

Chester Farms

MATAWAN

Timarid

MONROE

Clearbrook

Rossmoor

Concordia

Timarid Co.

Guardian Dev.

Guardian Dev.

Union Valley

60

40

(approx.)

435

425

500

133

60

2,600

2,000

2,000

2.2

1.5

(approx.)

5.9

4.7

4

Single

Single

Townhouse

Townhouse

Townhouse

$185-200,000

$85-90,000

$60-160,000

$60-160,000

$96-150,000

1988

1980

1994

1990

1990

Under Const.

Final Apr, roval

I'nder Const.

Under Const.

Under Const.

No

No

SAYREVILLE

Reflections

La Mer

White Oaks

Kaplan

Kaplan

Peter Mocco

76 305

255 1,724

82.28 543

4

6.76

6.6

Townhouse

Townhouse

Townhouse

$75-95,000 1986

1986

1988

Final

Prelim

Final

Approval

. Approval

Api") roval

No

No

Uo
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Name Do vt; loper

SAYREVI1.LK (Cont'd.)

Winding Woods Peter Mocco

Carlton Homes Peter Mocco

hake View West Peter Mocco

« of
Acres

162

162

31.1

« of
Units

1,950

1,231

368

Not
Densi ty

12

7.8

ll.H

Hu i ldinq
Type

harden Apts.

Townliou.se

Garden Apts.

Rental

("oinplo to

1990

1 990

198C,

Status

Under Const

Partial

Prelim.

Apr

ADI.

I .a u r e 1

No

No

No

I
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